
Current March 2016 Angus Embryo List 

Embryos are all collected and frozen by Cross Country Genetics, Westmoreland, Kansas. 

 AI certificates are not provided. 

 Any combination order of 5 embryos or more, shipping is free. 

 10% discount on 10 embryos or more.  

Dam Registration #     Dam Tattoo         Sire     # of Embryos    $Price Each 

17540653        2236      GDAR Game Day        6        $300/each 

 2236- A real nice moderate framed, nice uddered female. Deep ribbed. Out of the Donna 

Family! This should be an excellent mating with Game Day as the sire.  

17540687      2271        Gardens Wave         12         $400/each 

 2271- Several generations of calving ease. Same family as Finks 5522-6148. Six 

generations of females flushed in this family. Wave semen is extremely rare.  

17540652                       2235                  GDAR Game Day         6                               $300/each 

 2235- Long bodied, deep ribbed female. Another “Donna”. Solid bulls-many generations! 

Game Day semen is in short supply also 

17540682                      2266                   Final Answer                 8                                $300/each 

 2266- Beautiful 6106 daughter. Perfect udder, good feet, deep ribbed, etc. “Miss” Family. 

The great great grand dam of this female is responsible for all of the Northern Miss 

success at Dameron Angus.  

17540671                  2254                     SAV Resource               3                                  $300/each 

 2254- Beautiful udder and feet. The grand dam was one of our best 5522 daughters. With 

Resource as the sire this should be an interesting cross. 

 17818735     3400  SAV Resource 1441  6     $600/each 

 Forever Lady Family. The grandam is a full sister to Boyd New Day and greatdam is 

“57D”. This is a rare mating of proven genetics that represent true growth and power.  

17806472    3379  Gardens Wave   9  $500/each 

 Wave semen recently sold for $250/straw. Total unique sire that is “tomorrows” bull. At 

some point many breeders will realize that adding minus $EN big time, and constantly 

increasing mature cow weights may not be the maternal influence that Angus bring to the 

table. Interesting tabulation here of proven sires.  

17805716    3356  Gardens Wave   10  $500/each 



 Try to find a pedigree like this anywhere! Study the generations of proven genetics, plus 

unique ones! Certainly not terminal genetics in this program.  

17805748    3408  SAV Renown 3439   9 $600/each  

 Beautiful first calf heifer that is really cranking her first calf. Great feet, udder, attitude 

and a cow. From the famous Northern Miss family, that is noted for mass, volume, 

maternal and carcass. Very few, if any, Renown embryos available.  

17805717    3357  Emulation N Bar 5522 5  $700/each 

 Incredible genetics in a great female! Try finding genetics for all around cows, longevity, 

mature cow weight, udders and beautiful feet. It will not be long before those traits are 

just as important as EPD’s?! 

17806465    3372  Gardens Wave   7  $450/each  

 Cows here, like many of the mating’s we offer. Breeding EPD’s is fine, we use them also, 

to breed cattle, not too just create numbers. We believe EPD’s when accuracies’ are high. 

Have you ever noticed how many great young bulls seem to disappear after two years? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



______________________________________________________________________________ 

Various Angus Embryos, Current as of March 2016  

Embryos are all collected and frozen by Cross Country Genetics, Westmoreland, Kansas. 

No AI certificates provided.  

The following are various mating’s that we have as extras. Most of these mating’s have had full 

siblings implanted. But these were extras due to a number of recipients at a certain time, etc. We 

like to put in groups of full siblings at one time. As stated earlier these are extras, we have not 

used and are available for purchase.   

 $225/each embryo with your pick of embryo(s) 

 Twenty or more embryos, $180/each embryo. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Dam Registration #      Dam Tattoo                       Sire                    # of Embryos 

16949190   0732    Boyd Resume 9008  4 

17242734   1322    Final Answer   1 

14705435   1603    SAV 8180 Traveler 004 12 

17540655   2238    GDAR Game Day  1 

15367585   5521    Wulff EXT 6106  1 

15698656   6561    KCF Bennett Index  7 

“             “   “     “    Final Answer   1 

16052936   7114    Schones Fix It   2 

16377841   8388    Final Answer   5 

16633460   9309    Wulffs EXT 6106  7 

16633484   9335    Sinclair Net Present Value 10 

16633486   9337    Cedar Ridge   3 

16633684   9390    KCF Bennett Index  5 

16641174   9408    “                             “   6 

 

 


